Puppet Enterprise for Government

A comprehensive platform of features to streamline and scale agency compliance and modernisation.

Government agencies worldwide rely on Puppet for their infrastructure automation. Puppet Enterprise helps agencies make their infrastructure actionable, scalable, intelligent, and more secure. With an intelligent, continuous automation fabric, Puppet Enterprise enables agencies to more effectively prioritise resources, meet stringent security and compliance requirements, and deliver on mission objectives.

Puppet Enterprise enables defence, intelligence, and civilian agencies to smartly address security and compliance requirements across all types of environments. It helps to easily automate repetitive tasks, quickly deploy applications, and proactively manage security and infrastructure.

- Reduce costs and pain of compliance audits with the PuppetForge catalogue of 6,600+ modules to enforce compliance with the Essential 8, ISM and CIS benchmarks.
- Easily define desired states, then continuously monitor for changes and drifts every 30 minutes.
- Intelligently enforce desired state with advanced rules for conflict management.
- Effortlessly automate and control a hybrid infrastructure that includes a variety of cloud platforms, operating systems, and network resources.
- Ensure security with Role-Based-Access Control (RBAC), and operation in air-gapped environments.
- Seamlessly scale management to thousands of nodes with powerful dashboards, team collaboration, and robust compliance reporting.
- Minimise risk by testing patches and conducting change Impact Analysis prior to going live.
- Dynamically discover, filter, prioritise, and remediate vulnerabilities—at scale.

**Puppet helps agencies to solve some of their most critical challenges**

Puppet Enterprise is the preferred solution for federal agencies and contractors that need to orchestrate and manage their IT infrastructure with agility, efficiency, insight, and security.

**Continuous Security and Compliance**

Effortlessly achieve and maintain continuous, intelligent compliance with a wide variety of government standards.
- Automate system configuration to comply with with the Essential 8, ISM and CIS benchmarks.
• Continually enforce compliance and correct drift—every 30 minutes.
• Escalate rule catalog conflicts correctly.
• Dynamically discover, filter, prioritize, and remediate vulnerabilities—at scale.
• Leverage dashboards, reports, audits, and Roles-Based Access Control (RBAC).

Fast-Track Modernisation

Increase mission effectiveness by adopting a modern automation fabric that scales across thousands of cloud and legacy applications.

• Continually assess infrastructure compliance against standards, quickly identify failures, and remediate.
• Empower program teams to own and manage their infrastructure automation without having to manage the tooling.
• Effortlessly lift and shift applications and assets to modern, cloud architectures.
• Enable teams to codify and share automation expertise in a self-serve way.
• Automate rollouts and desired state management, with visibility and insight.

Digital Transformation Assurance

Reduce transformation risk by ensuring changes don't impact mission systems, and automating deployment and compliance.

• Orchestrate and automate complex tasks and deployment plans.
• Harden and configure operating systems and applications according to standards.
• Quickly see the potential effect of changes with Impact Analysis.
• Continually enforce desired state.
• Integrates with all well-known cloud platforms, OS, and network.

Puppet in Action

• One US government agency used Puppet to take their Linux servers from 30 to 98 percent STIG compliance, reducing fines paid for noncompliance and gaining 360-degree visibility over their infrastructure.
• More than 40,000 companies, including 80% of the Fortune 5000, use Puppet.

Puppet also provides full implementation, training, and support services to streamline adoption and rapidly deliver mission critical resources.

Ready to join the thousands of organisations powered by Puppet?

Contact us at public-sector-sales@puppet.com.
Learn More at puppet.com/government